Rich in the latest technological advances with numerous visual, olfactory and other sensations, it brings us a fascinating world of Neanderthals, but also throws us into the beginning of the world so visitors can enjoy the reconstruction of cosmic evolution and at least for a moment feel all the power of the beginning.

Before the tour of this distinctive Museum begins, the large screen to the right of the entrance comes to life and the roar of animals and the voices of Neanderthals ... We leave today, we are briefly hunting wild animals and surrounded by nature, no skyscrapers, cell phones, GPS computers ... Still impressed because everything looked more than real, thanks primarily to the make-up artists (the London team that also worked on the trilogy “The Lord of the Rings”) and then went on a tour of the museum, with a specific date - 23. August 1899, when Krapina teacher Rehorić sent Dragutin Gorjanović Kramberger strange bones he found. The then Krapina is shown together with the mayor Vilbald Slug who took Kramberger to the site, and the pharmacy where the first finds are protected.

Particularly interesting is the body of a Neanderthal on a sickbed that can be “explored” by as many as four visitors at a time and in three languages to get information about his injuries with illustrated photographs and X-rays.
Departure from Zagreb is scheduled in the morning. After an hour of driving through the beautiful landscape of the Hrvatsko Zagorje, we arrive in the small town of Krapina. It is known for the world-famous museum of Neanderthals.

In The Museum of Krapina Neanderthals we will have expert guides in Croatian and English. The combined tour includes a tour of the Museum’s permanent exhibition and the Hušnjakovo Site.

After visiting the museum you will have a time for a short sightseeing, photography and drinks. Lunch is also planned during this period.

REMARK: The price is variable due to situation on market.

Duration: 9 hours

The package price includes:
» Itinerary by appointment
» Licensed travel guide
» Organization of Excursions
» Transport
» Lunch
» Tickets for the Museum
» Travel health Insurance, Accident Insurance

Price per person: 79 eur
The Plitvice Lakes; there is no place in Europe that could rival the beauty of these lakes, the cascades and waterfalls that link them, the lush flora and rare mountain fauna, especially the now endangered European brown bear.

This National Park, the oldest in the country (founded in 1949) is situated less than a two hour drive from the capital.

The impact of a one-day excursion to Plitvice is immediately visible: if you like nature, the magnificence and beauty of the water and vegetation will leave you feeling refreshed for many days.

PLITVICE LAKES and RASTOKE

Rastoke, a watermill pearl of the Slunj area, created by a whim of nature where the green and blue Slunjčica river flows over the travertine barriers into the Korana river, thereby creating a multitude of waterfalls, rapids, small lakes and cascades.

For thousands of years, the Korana and Slunjčica rivers resisted the laws of nature and, as a result of that battle, they carved an immense natural wealth for the man in the limestone plateaux. Just in that dissolved terrain, elevations in the form of water flows and waterfalls, man created the Rastoke settlement.

According to records, the settlement has an ambient value and an authentic construction heritage dating back to the 17th century, however, it is believed that it had existed even earlier.
Due to the harmonious construction, historic and ethnographic heritage, in 1969 Rastoke were entered in the Register of Immovable Cultural Monuments at the Regional Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments in Zagreb.

**Departure** to the Plitvice Lakes National Park from Zagreb in the morning.

After a one-hour drive, we will stop in the village of Rastoke in Slunj, near Plitvice lakes. In Rastoke you will have time for a short sightseeing, photography and drinks with the sound of waterfalls. Rastoke is actually a nice introduction to the national park. We will continue to the Plitvice lakes and will dedicate the next few hours to seeing beautiful lakes and waterfalls. Lunch is also planned during this period.

**Duration:**
**10 hours**

**The package price includes:**
- Itinerary by appointment
- Licensed travel guide
- Organization of Excursions
- Transport
- Lunch
- Tickets for Plitvice, Rastoke
- Travel health Insurance, Accident Insurance

**Price per person:**
**68 eur**

**Remark:** The price is variable due to situation on market.
Lunch is also planned during this period.
TRAKOŠĆAN
Castle

Trakošćan was built in the late 13th century as part of the defence fortification network of northwestern Croatia. It was a small fortress serving as an observation post overlooking the road from Ptuj towards the Bednja valley.

There are two stories about the origin of Trakošćan: according to the first one name derives from Trakian Citadel which has existed during the Roman Empire, while other sources indicate that Trakošćan is in connection with German knights Drachenstein who were here in the early Middle Age.

Trakošćan was mentioned for the first time in 1334. The first known owners of Trakošćan were the Counts of Celjski, who also ruled over the entire Zagorje principality. When the family died out, Trakošćan shared the fate of their other estates and towns, passing from one owner to another and breaking up into smaller estates and holdings.

The forest around the lake and the landscaped area of the park are protected and preserved parts of the once large estate of the Counts Drašković that form a historical and natural whole. The park-forest is rich in diverse flora and fauna: the abundant vegetation...
together with the lake forms a harmonious horticultural environment. In the second half of the 19th century, the immediate surroundings of the castle were landscaped and it was created a romantic park that mimics the nature and gives an appearance of the spontaneity in the organization of the environment. It has the surface of 17 ha (42.5 acres), the length of 2 km and the average depth of 2.5 m.

Departure from Zagreb is scheduled in the morning. After an hour of driving through the beautiful landscape of the Hrvatsko Zagorje, we arrive in the Trakošćan.

In The Castle we will have expert guides in Croatian and English.

After sightseeing The Castle you will have a time for a beautiful walk around the lake. Lunch is also planned during this period.

**Duration:**

10 hours

**The package price includes:**

- Itinerary by appointment
- Licensed travel guide
- Organization of Excursions
- Transport
- Lunch
- Tickets for the Castle
- Travel health Insurance, Accident Insurance

**Price per person:**

79 eur

REMARK: The price is variable due to situation on market.
VARAŽDIN
Old town

Varaždinska feudal fortress, from ancient times called Old Town, the most important historical buildings of Varazdin.

It is the center of aristocratic estate, owner and legally separate from the free royal town of Varazdin. The present fort was built of 14 to 19 the century. The oldest part of the central tower. Bench and canopy in its ground floor are the most beautiful examples of Gothic secular plastic in the North Croatian. For the wars with the Turks in the 16th century, rebuilt in the Renaissance Wasserburg, a fortress – the castle is surrounded by high earthen walls with bastions, surrounded by a double belt of water. Turnover in the second half of the 16th century carried Italian architects from around Coma headed by the emperor built the fortress in the Slavonian frontier Domenico del? Lalli. During the past was having many important noble family, the Counts of Celje, John Ungnada, George of Brandenburg and Croatian Ban Thomas Erdödyja and his successors. In 1925. become the property of the city of Varazdin.
The City of Varaždin is located in the North of Croatia on the southern bank of the River Drava. The City is at an altitude between 169 and 173 meters. Varaždin is located at 16° 20'16" east longitude, and 46° 18'30" north latitude. The average annual temperature is 10°C, and the average humidity is 78%. The city lies along the Drava River on a fertile alluvial plain that slopes towards the River Drava from the southwest to the northeast. The plain slightly elevates in Haloze and Varaždin – Toplice Hills. This creates a region defined by natural borders located at the crossroads of Styria, Međimurje, Zagorje and upper Drava Valley.

Departure from Zagreb is scheduled in the morning. After an hour and half of driving through the beautiful landscape, we will arrive in the Varaždin.

In The Old town we will have expert guides.

After visiting the castle, there is time for sightseeing, walking through the old streets of Varaždin, going to lunch.

Duration:
10 hours

The package price includes:
» Itinerary by appointment
» Licensed travel guide
» Organization of Excursions
» Transport
» Lunch
» Tickets for the Old Town
» Travel health Insurance, Accident Insurance

Price per person: 72 eur

REMARK: The price is variable due to situation on market.
City of Zagreb: Large enough to call it a metropolis and small enough for a pleasant life, our city has been living under the protection of the Sljeme slopes and in the calming presence of the river Sava valley with its clean, clear water for centuries.

Standards that meet the needs of city dwellers and, at the same time, are suitable for tourists and business partners alike, make Zagreb a central European oasis for everyone who wishes to live comfortably, invest wisely and for those who wish to discover its rich history and the many stories and experiences it offers.

The exceptional hospitality of the citizens and the rich culture and tourism it offers are the main reasons why the City of Zagreb was voted the best Christmas destination in Europe three years in a row. In addition to the wonderful Christmas experience, the magic of the City can be felt throughout the year in its green parks, lakes, wooded foothills of Medvednica Mountain, fountains and monuments, floral boulevards, its squares and streets and by discovering all of the City’s mysterious nooks that will conquer every heart.
ZAGREB:

Tourist sightseeing of the city accompanied by an authorized guide. It is planned to visit the main city sights, market, Cathedral, St. Mark's Square. As part of the tour, lunch and a ride on the newly opened Sljeme cable car are also planned. You will enjoy the beautiful view of the whole city.

Duration:
8 hours

The package price includes:
- Itinerary by appointment
- Licensed travel guide
- Organization of Excursions
- Transport
- Tickets for the Žičara Sljeme
- Travel health Insurance, Accident Insurance

Price per person:
35 eur

REMARK: The price is variable due to situaton on market.
BOOK A TOUR

For booking a tour please click on the link below and fill in all the required information.

After filling out the questionnaire you will receive all the information and instructions for excursions a week before the beginning of congress.

CLICK HERE TO BOOK

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact us on mail: info@agentius.hr

*If not enough people gather for a particular trip, we will offer you instead a trip for which enough people have gathered.